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Plumbing Sales Associate with 3 years of inexperience providing customer service,
including identifying and resolving customer issues, assisting customers in 
locating products, greeting customers, answering phones, building relationships 
with customers, and thanking customers for their business.

AUGUST 2006 – MARCH 2006
PLUMBING SALES ASSOCIATE - ABC CORPORATION

 Provided fast, friendly service by actively seeking out customers to assess their 
needs &amp; provide accurate assistance.

 Provided information on product features &amp; recommended related items to 
sell an entire project.

 Maintained the in-stock condition of assigned areas and utilized my general 
warehouse skills by utilizing the order puller, stand up and sit down forklift and 
ordered stock as necessary.

 Experienced with a multitude of hand tools and can operate a pipe thread 
machine, panel saw, and table saw.

 Assisted customer with any plumbing questions and find adequate materials to 
resolve their problems.

 Responsible for inventory replenishment of various parts.
 Responsible for resolving plumbing issues in a timely manner.

2001 – 2006
PLUMBING SALES ASSOCIATE - DELTA CORPORATION

 responsible for exceptional customer service, stocking, inventory control, 
knowledge of product and inventory.

 Resigned position to attend college out of area.
 Cutting and Threading Pipe Plumbing repair General knowledge of pipes and 

fittings.
 Meet customer needs/ customer service Stocked shelves Organized department 

Cleaned.
 Stock products on shelf when not assisting customer also operate pipe cutting 

and threading machine.
 Plumbing Sales Associates provide fast, friendly service by actively seeking out 

customers to assess their needs and provide assistance.
 Sales Associates have an emphasis on department and product knowledge, 

provide information on product features and are familiar with related items in .
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EDUCATION

GED

SKILLS

Stand Up And Sit Down Forklifts, Order Pickers, Slip Sheet., Microsoft Office.
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